
Go Get It

Wax

It goes, uh
Risen from the ashes
Me and other rappers got a different kind of passion
See them other rappers stop and listen when I'm rappin'
'Cause they know that something unpredictable could happen
Like trippin' on some acid, maybe liquid, maybe tablet
Melt away the patterns of existence they've established
It's a new reality, existin' on a twisted fabric
I'm twitchin', goddamn, God hit me with a spasm
Everything I see's blurrin', I think I'm seizurin'
Lost in a dream and it keeps reoccurring
911, please hurry, I need that machine
Wax and Herbal T, we the regime
Kinda track that you bump sippin' Johnny Black
That your mom and dad bump in a Pontiac (Pontiac)
Music in my molecules, it's a given
I'm so fuckin' driven, my only option is

Go get it
Go, go get it
I know you fuckin' with it even if you won't admit it
To this shit I'm so committed
Paint a picture so vivid
Competition so livid
They so so livid, go get it

Bumpin' out the speakers in your speedboat
Speakin' of speakers I'm the keynote (Keynote)
Speakin' of keys and notes we wrote (We wrote)
The type of music you rewind with your remote (Click)
I piece quotes together like a mosaic
I'm so stoic my slow flow is an oasis
Your shit's so basic, I'm Ric Ocasek

In cars you'll find me on your drive and smoke playlist (Playlist)
On said playlist I'm on the most played list
Providin' inspiration to a host of known plagiarists (Inspiration)
I don't know it, I never played your ish
And my flavor, it'll make you reminisce about your favorite dish
The space station wants to thank us for the patronage
Fly with us and experience the weightlessness
In the mothership turn it up a bit
Take another hit, Wax and Herbal T runnin' shit

Go get it
Go, go get it
I know you fuckin' with it even if you won't admit it
To this shit I'm so committed
Paint a picture so vivid
Competition so livid
They so so livid, go get it
Go, go get it
I know you fuckin' with it even if you won't admit it
To this shit I'm so committed
Paint a picture so vivid
Competition so livid
They so so livid, go get it



Get it, get it
Get it, get it
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